
Our Latest Breakthrough in 

Turf Underlay

Second Bounce
®  

– for the “true feel” and performance of a natural 

putting surface.

Second Bounce®, the latest turf underlay innovation from Turf Cushion, is a replacement for natural turf 
practice areas for chipping and putting. This synthetic turf underlayment system has the “true feel” of a 
natural putting surface. 

What we mean by “true feel” is that when you walk on a synthetic surface with a Second Bounce® underlay 
you have a feeling similar to walking on a natural putting surface. In addition, the 2-part underlay has been 
precisely formulated and manufactured to deliver performance characteristics similar to a natural surface. The 
surface will respond to the impact of a ball in a manner that allows the golf ball to check and roll more closely 
to the behavior you would experience on a natural putting surface. 

Who can Benefit from Second Bounce
®

Golf Courses and Clubs that would like a low 
maintenance putting and chipping system that has 
the “true feel” and ball reaction characteristics 
similar to a natural putting surface. 

Driving Ranges and other dedicated practice 
facilities that want to offer an experience that will 
stand up to heavy use and continue to offer a 
first-class practice experience.

Homeowners who are installing a putting and 
chipping system that want the feel and ball 
reaction characteristics of a natural putting 
surface.

Benefits of Second Bounce
®

Closely approximates the “true feel” and ball 
reaction characteristics of a natural putting surface

Stands up well to heavy use

Low maintenance alternative to natural putting 
surfaces

Economical alternative with costs approximating 
those of competitors without Second Bounce® 
performance characteristics

Easy installation process

®



Part A is made of 4’ x 6’ pads of 5/8 inch (16 mil) 
bead form molded, expanded polyethylene with 
drain holes. 

Part B comes in 6’ x 50’ rolls of 3/16 inch (8 mil) 
plant-based, proprietary polyurethane.

The underlay system can flex to accomodate the 
contours of the putting surface.

Installation can be completed with simple hand 
tools, no power cords or expensive power tools 
needed.

The patent pending, Second Bounce® underlay is a lightweight 2-part system.

Installing Second Bounce®
Installation is quick and easy!
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